MSS GC July Meeting Summary
07/10/2023 from 6:00-7:00 p.m. CT

Actions Taken:

- (MSSAI) Legacy Admissions in Medical Education: Motion to reach out to authors of this action item to discuss address this issue through an Op-Ed instead of a report. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Requesting Advocacy Update on Crisis Pregnancy Center (CPC) Transparency: Motion to speak further with the author, and GRAF will work with Advocacy to look into this topic. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed:

- MSS Board Liaisons indicated that the AMA Board of Trustees strategic planning session will be coming up.
- GRAF and fellow Advocacy Staff updated that the AMA would continue to be a voice on issues such as supporting telehealth, mental health parity, AI/AN health care, reducing gun violence, protecting against government intrusion in gender-affirming care, and more.
- National Advocacy Week will be October 9-13.
- AMA has rejoined the AI/AN Health Partners Coalition.
- No formal update with Merck v. Becerra lawsuit on Medicare drug price negotiation.